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- Myth: The estate tax “confiscates” over half the value of all estates.
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- Fact: For more than 99% of Americans, the estate tax takes away nothing.
For the rest,the average effective tax rate is 19%.
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- Fact: The estate tax is not a tax on death. It's a tax on the transfer of large
amounts of money.
mone More than 99% of Americans who die pass their estate on
to their heirs completely tax-free - in fact, they get a valuable tax break on capital
gains. No estate tax at all is charged on assets left to a spouse or to charity.
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- Myth: The estate tax must be repealed because it forces families to sell their
farms or businesses.
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- Fact: This issue has been distorted. Only 3 of every 10,000 people who die
leave a taxable estate in which a family business forms the majority of the
estate. As for farmers, even the pro-repeal
p
American Farm Bureau Federation
could not cite a single case of a family farm lost due to the estate tax.
Furthermore, businesses and family farms can be protected by raising
exemption levels.
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Billionaires for Bush is a grassroots media campaign that is changing voters'
minds in swing districts. We're using humor, street theater and creative media
to expose those policies that favor the moneyed and corporate elite at the
expense of everyday Americans.
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Our field campaign stages unique, strategic media events in order to expose
the truth and raise awareness about these important economic issues. Planned
actions include a viral video campaign, “thank you parties” at targeted district
offices and other media - and voter-friendly tactics.
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Join a chapter, start your own, or make a donation to our 501(c)4.
Email Monet@BillionairesForBush.com. It's that easy.
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